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Abslraet - The clock hquency of a s ehronous clrcuit can 
be increased by retiming, an operation A m p a a l l y  and phys- 
kPny rebating the regiden. In this paper, a new apprcwcb to 
the retiming process b plpsclrtcd ahleh enabks one to consider 

re lh iq  of electrkal knes such as vpri- 
delpp ancl dflkrent register delays due 

to V ~ b k  loodg pnd d l  hutpwca Tbc d g d t h  PrOvldCS in- 
creased accuracy in tkterminlng the mprtnum clock fmquency 
and p160 ellminates an race emdltbes. Depending 011 the nature 
of the synchronous CL& rethning using this algorithm may 
also provide an i n "  in system operating rkrk frequency. 

I. bIlRODUcnON 
In synchronous circuits, digital signals are stored in registers 

awaiting a synchronizing clock pulse. Each regista delays the signal 
by a single clock period. The operation of placing registers within 
a combinatorial circuit so as to increase the clock frequency of the 
circuit is known as pipelining [l-51. Optimization of the pipelined 
synchronous circuit by relocating these registers in order to achieve 
an increased clock frequency is known as retiming and was initially 
developed by Leiserson and Saxe [6. 71 in 1983. 

Early work in the field of retiming assumes rqiste.rs with no delay 
and zero or negligible clock skew [6, 71. De Micheli [8] considers 
the retiming problem without separating the combinational compo- 
nents from the registers. In his wark, he shows that if the set-up time 
( t , )  and clock-to-Q time (tp) are not zero, a reduced effective cycle 
time of T-t,--d must be considered. This implicitly assumes equal 
register delays. fn [9], Mal& et al. integrates retiming with logic 
synthesis by temporarily removing registers from the circuit so as to 
do combinational optimization on the logic elements. This work also 
assumes negligible clock skew and register delays. In [lo], Lock- 
year and Ebeling study optimal retiming using levelclocked latches. 
Their work is based on pexmitting level-sensitive latches to borrow 
cycle time across adjacent latches that would be lost if edgeclocked 
registers were used. More recently, Szymanski [ll] investigates op- 
timal multiphase clocking and timing verification and provides more 
selective constraint equations; thereby improving the computational 
efficiency, although he does not apply these concepts to retiming. 
Burks. Sakallah, and Mudge investigate retiming using multiphase 
clocking [12] and do not consider clock skew and variable register 
delays. In [13], Sakallah and his colleagues address the retiming 
problem in terms of the optimal clocking of synchronous circuits 
using linear programming techniques. They provide benchmark ex- 
amples of improved performance which can be obtained as a result. 

Clock skew can seriously affect the performance of a synchronous 
system and must be considered during the retiming process. Clock 
skew is manifested by a lead/lag relationship between two sequen- 
tially adjacent registers [14-181. In addition, certain clock skew 
leaflag relationships can be used to improve performance. This 
amibute has been shown to improve maximum clock rates by up 
to 30%. depending upon the nature of the circuit architecture [14, 
151. Undesirable clock skew inboduced as a result of retiniing can 
produce a net negative delay for a local data path. This implies the 
existence of a race condition. which must be avoided as a condition 
imposed on the retiming process. Thus, the algorithms proposed in 
this paper can be used to impmve the clock frequency and to ensure 
that no race conditions are created while retiming. A retiming algo- 
rithm that has no provision for including variable register delays with 
suitable capability for incorporating variations in cell instances and 
variable loads can be expected to limit the accuracy of the estimated 
improvements in clock frequency. Depending upon the relative mag- 
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nitude of the register and clock delays, the value of the predicted 
clock frequency lfter retiming may be less than the original circuit. 

In this paper, both clock skew and variable register delays have 
been integrated into the retiming algorithm presmted in this paper. 
To accomplish this result, a path between logic elements is de6ned 
in this peper as the traversal from weighted edge to weighted edge, 
the latrer beingcintapreted as a connection containing one 01 more 
registers between bgic blocks. With this delinition, clock and 
register delays can then be assigned to errch edge. Thus, as registers 
are shifted from edge to edge, different clock skews and register 
delays are developed and considered in each of the path delays. 
This permits both clock Mod limitations md race conditions to be 
easily detected on a path-by-path basis. EBtimates of register delays 
on zero weight edges (i.e.. no registers) are required in order to 
include the effects of veriable register delays on the retimed circuit. 
This approach, therefore, initially requires approximate (or expected) 
values of register and clock delays which can be replaced with more 
accurate values as the exploratory pipelining prows becomes better 
specified. This structure provides the bnsis for a polynomial-time 
retiming algorithm which &tennines the register locations which 
achieve a maximum operating clock frequency for the system and 
freedom h m  race conditions. This is the primary result of this 
paper. 

In section U, the effects of non-zero clock skew and unequal 
register delays are quanti64 for their use in the retiming algorithms. 
In section a both the original Leiserson-Saxe algorithm and the 
proposed algorithm are summarized and their differences outlined. 
Details of the algorithm development are described in section IV. 
Examples of the performance of some circuits retimed with this 
algorithm are described in section V. Finally. in section VI, some 
conclusions are presented. 

II. QUANTIFICA~ON OF REGISTER AND 
CLOCK DISTRIBUTION CHARACT~S~CS 

To achieve the principal objectives of the new algorithm, a 
number-aiple, the Register Electrical Characteristk (REC). is as- 
signed to each register in the form of TCD : TSET--LTP/TC-Q. 
TCD is the clock delay from the clock source to each register, 
TSET-UP is the time required for the data at the input of a reg- 
ister to latch, and TC-Q is the time required for the data to appear 
at the output of the register upon arrival of the clock signal. 
b T c ~ ( t )  : TSET-UP :)/Tc Q I) represent the REC for the 

two sequentidly adjacent registers i and j is defined as 
register located on edge i. 6 en, the -I, c k skew. TSKSW, between 

If TCD j > TCD i , the clock skew is defined to be negative. 
If Tqo[j{ < T c ~ [ i ] ,  the clock skew between these registers is 
positwe. In the case that T c ~ ( j )  equals Tcp(i), i.e.. the clock 
signal reaches the clock input of the two registers at exactly the 
same time, the clock skew is defined to be zero. 
lkro sequentially adjacent registers R, and R, form a local data 

path. If logic elements exist between R, and R,, the local data path 
delay TPD ( i ,  j )  is 

where T L O G I C ( : , ~ )  is the total delay of the logic elements and 
interconnect between these registers. If there are parallel paths 
between the two registers, there is a T L O G I C ( : , ~ )  for each path. 
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111. OVEJ&IEW OF R E " G  ALGoRITHMs 
Given an architecture consisting of logic blocks and reghtm 

which is capable of operating at some maximum clock frequency, 
the object of retiming is to relocate the registas to achieve an 
increase of maximum oparrting clock frequency. leaving the latency 
of the retimed system unchanged from the original. In this section, 
the Leiserson-Saxe algorithm is outlined briefly and the proposed 
retiming algorithm is described in conceptual terms. 
A. Leiserson-Saxe Algorithm 

In [7l, a graph-oriented method is used to represent a synchronous 
circuit. In this method, v e r b s  npnsent logic elements and edges 
represent the connectivity and direction of the data flow. A weight, 
which is equal to the number of registers between two logic blocks, 
is assigned to each edge. In thii algorithm, each time a register 
is moved ( 1 ~ ~ 0 8 1 )  a logic block, a l q  of om clock paiodis added 
(subtraded) to (h) that vatcx. Thus, as the numba of registars 
(the weights) me shifted from edge to edge, the lags attached to 
each vertex change accordingly. to account f a  the temporal shift at 
each vertex. This process is iterated until a minimum clock @od 
is detamined or the search sprceis exhausted. 

Fig. 1 is a gnph of a digital conelator which was presented 
by Leisason and S u e  [7l. In this graph, there are eight vertices 
and 11 edges. Only four of the 11 edges (eo, el, e2, and ea) have 
registers on them. The graph of Fig. 2 depicts a retimed version of 
the graph of Fig. 1. The registers on eo and e2 have been removed 
while registers have been added to ea and e9. Also note that since 
a register has been removed from eo, an additional register must be 
added to e7 to maintain the latency of the original eo - e7 - e10 
path. A more complete explanation of both the algorithm and these 
graphs is provided in [7]. 
B. Proposed Algorithm 

A modified version of the graph of Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 3 
in which a REC is assigned to each edge. By assigning a clock 
delay to each edge, the circuit area is assumed to be partitioned into 
regions of similar clock delay, i.e.. registers that are located on the 
same edge are physically located in the same clock delay region. 
Therefare, registers that end up on the same edge after retiming 
are assumed to have similar clock delays. Registers that move to 
different edges are assumed to have the clock and register delays of 
the new edge. Since registers on different edges may be considered 
to have differant clodr and register related delays, moving a register 
from one edge to another edge during retiming can not only create 
different data paths with different logic and register delays. but also 
can change the clock skew of the new local data paths. 

I I \  

Fig. 1: Graph of digital comlator [71 

In this algorithm. each edge and vertex is represented by a set of 
logical minterms with delay coefficients. This system of minterms 
represents a set of possible path delays between possible register 
locations. These sets of logical minterms are evaluated to determine 
a more constrained set of mintenns which define a set of register 
locations and which satisfy a target clock period requirement. If 
the target clock period can be attained. the same system of logical 
m i n k "  is applied to a smaller clock period. The process is 

continued in order to derive the minimum possible clock period. 
This proccss establishes a fmal choice of register locations which 
provides the minimum clock period. 

A. The L Matrix 
The L matrix is a square matrix whose element L ( i , j )  = 

TPD(:, j) is the path delay from R, to R,. Since the graph is formed 
by direchond edges, L(a, j )  is not necessarily equal to L(j, i ) .  Each 
matrix elanent contains thc summation of the following terms: the 
delays of regims R, and R,, the delays of the logic and interwn- 
nect between the registas, and the clock skew between R, and R, . 
This is the quantity T p ~ ( i ,  j) defined by (2). The size of the mamx 
is Rx R. where R is the n u m b  of edges with a positive weight. The 
maximum value of R is equal to the number of edges E. The value 
of R CUI increase or deause as a result of the retiming process. 

IV. DJTI'AILT OF THE PROFOSED ALGoRlTHM 

e10 

Fig. 2 Reiimed v m i m  af the graph of Fig. 1 

v7 vs 
1935 

12J2 
v l  

I V  

Fig. 3: Graph of Fig. 1 with the addition of REC values 

RQ RI R2 RB 
RQ 17 8 x x 
RI 28 x 17 
Rz [27 

x x :] R3 33 x x 

Fig. 4 The L matrix of the graph of Fig. 3 

The importance of the L matrix is that the element having the 
greatest value is the reciprocal of the maximum clock frequency. 
The process of successfully retiming can be viewed as producing a 
transformed L matrix, simultaneously achieving a maximum element 
value which is less than the maximum entry in the original L matrix 
without incurring any negative entry. The former condition achieves 
an improvement of the maximum clock frequency, whereas the latter 
ensures that no race condition exists. 
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In the event that two or more parallel paths exist between Ri and 
R,, the concept of the L mahix must be extended to two matrices, 
LWCP and LBCP.  The elements of these two L matrices are, 
respectively, T ~ c p ~ ( i ,  j )  and T ~ c p ~ ( i ,  j ) .  which arc the longest 
and the shortest delrys of the set of 

denotes the abwace of a path between re ters Ri and R,. Note 
that in Fig. 3. them are no parallel a h .  &e also that the negative 
entxy in row 3 and column 4 in ?ig. 4 indicates the existence of 
a race condition. 
B .  Algorithm CPL 

The local path delay from R, to R, involves passing through one 
or more vatex U. References to (1) and (2) indicate that T p ~ k  j ) .  
the path delay element located in row i and column j of L 
matrix, can be grouped into three categories. Tco(i) and Tc-p(i) 
are associated with Ri. TSET-UP - T c ~ ( j )  are associated 
with R,. TLooIc(i, j )  is associated wth the logic vertices between 

logic vertices. n e s e  paths taminate at registers, R,, Rk, m%z 
respectively, and the path delays include the terms TSET-UP(J) 
and -Tcq(j or the amesp+ing term~,with j rgilacsd by k or 
m, r a r p h v e  I y. Ths fact provdes the basls for Algorithm CPL. At 
each vertex U, a calculation is made of the cumulative delay from 

a vertex is included in more than one local data path, a worst case 
delay Aw(u) and best case delay AB(u) are detamined for that 
vertex. At the end of each local data path, the set-up time of the 
final regista is added while the final clock delay is subtraded to both 
vertex delays (Aw(u) and AB(.)). These delays me then searched 
for the maximum value and for any negative entry. 
Note that in Fig. 3 each vertex has two delays attached to it. It 

can be observed from the figure that the maximum logic path delay 
occurs between registers R3 and & since AW of uo (the vatex that 
is connected behind &) has a AW of 35; therefore, the worst case 

of which is shown m (3). 

el locpl data paths. 
The L matrix of the graph of Pig. F is shown in Fig. 4. where “z” 

values of T p D ( i ,  j ) ,  TpD(i, k). 
local W paths which all start 
U, 8114 possibly, have 

R, to that vertex, A(v). If parallel paths exist, A 
the maximum value of the sums of the delays to 

path &hy.of TPD(%,&)  = 35 + 3  -5 = 33, the form 

The worst case path &lay of the circuit is the path delay determined 

the race conahon along the path from Rz to & with a path delay 
of 8 + 1 - 10 = -1, which can also be observed in the L matrix 
element L(3,4) in Fig. 4. 

by the path R? -+ ~4 -+ 215 + ~6 + 217 + UO -+ &. Note 

C.  Algorithm POLY for Retiming 
Retiming is successfully performed by transforming the L mahix 

into a new L matrix containing a smaller minimum clock period. 
Creating a functionally equivalent matrix to the original L matrix is 
performed by changing an edge weight (i.e., the numbex of registers 
along an edge), and then changing all other weights accordingly. 
Note that if two graphs represent functionally equivalent circuits, 
then every vertex receives an input signal with the same mount of 
delay, i.e., if a signal at an input of a vertex is delayed by one clock 
period, then all other input signals at this vertex must be delayed by 
the same numbex of clock periods. 

A polynomial-time retiming algorithm is introduced in this section 
which exploits both nonlinear boolean algelxa minimization [19] and 
linear programming [20]. In this algorithm, a boolean variable is 
associated with the weight of each edge. If the edge has a positive 
weight, its associated boolean variable is defined to be logic “1.” 
whereas if the edge weight is zero. the associated boolean variable 
is logic ‘TI.’’ A boolean value of z denotes a “don’t care” and can 
be either 0 or 1. 

A sum of logical minterms is formed for each possible register- 
to-register path in which the boolean “0” state is used to designate 
an edge without a register and the “1” state, an edge with a register. 

Thus, each path is described as a sum of mintams, each mintem 
repmating a choice for insatin a re ta along the path. Each 
individualized mintam is also mnftipliu& a delay value, as shown 
in (4). 

Qw (u5) = 40c‘b + 29c’b’a’ + 28c + 26c‘b’a 
Q ~ ( u 5 )  = 190’ + 16a 

(4) 

where Q is the mint” equation which describes the delay and 
register conditions md the number design- the delay to that vertex 
under different regi8m placement conditions. The subsaipt W and 
B represent worst cdse andbastcasedelays. Once these Q terms are 
calculated for each vatex and edge, the placunm of the registers 
are determinedm thataspscifiedclockperiodis   hi eve d. After the 
boolean edge wdghts ue defined, hear programmin methods, such 
as Bellman-Ford equations [20], me used to d e d n c  the location 
of the remaining registers. Upon detednhg the minimum clock 
period with no m e  conditions, additional righters may be added to 
maintain the latency attributes of the original system. 

V. EXAMPLE CIRCUITS 
The algorithms CPL and POLY are implemented in C on a SUN 

4 workstation. Table 1 shows the result8 obtained from retiming 
five example circuits. The corresponding graphs me shown in Figs. 
3 and 5 through 8. The column designatians E, V, and L, refer, 
respectively, to the number of edges, the number of vatices, and 
the maximum latency of each graph. Three columns of values of 
Tcp are shown in the table. The designation Initial Tcp indicates 
the minimum clock period for eech original graph; an asterisk 
indicates a race condition in the gaph. The designation Ta, After 
Retiming indicates the minimum clock period after retiming. taking 
into account the clock and register delays shown in eech figure. The 
third column of T a  values was deetermined by retiming each graph 
subject to the conditions of zero clock skew and constant register 
delay. The value of register delay, which is different for each graph. 
was chosen arbitrarily as the average of all  mgister delays in the 
graph. 

A comparison of the values of the Initial TS with the values 
obtained after retiming show a dramatic improvement in minimum 
clock period. Furthermore, it is of interest to observe &om the 
results obtained in Figs. 3 and 5 that the utilization of negative clock 
skew can achieve some improvement in maximum clock fnesuency 
compared to the zao clock skew condition (16 compared to 17 tus 
and 12 compared to 15 tus, respectively). On the other hand, if 
retiming is performed assuming zero clock skew, no local data path 
delay can be negative and herefore a race condition is not possible. 

Table 1: Examples of Retiming using the POLY Algarithm 

Example 

Fig. 3 
~ 

Fig. 5 

Fig. 6 

Fig. 7 

Fig. 8 - 9 1 6  1 4  I 3 8 +  

12 

17 

22 

25 
~- * denotes a graph that has race conditions before I 

1s 
15 

16 

16 

iming 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 
A retiming algorithm is presented which includes variable register 

delays and clock skew. An L matrix is introduced to calculate 
the clock @od of a graph and to detect the existence of race 
conditions. In order to made1 the non-idealities present in actual 
circuits, electrical characteristic values are assigned to each edge, 
and these values are considered during retimiig while the registers 
are moved from one edge to the other in the graph. In order 
to calculate clock skews, clock delays are assigned to each edge, 
where the edge represents a physical region of similar clock delay. 
This assignment makes psible the capability of incorporating clock 
distribution timing into the retiming algorithm. 

Algorithm CPL is described for eBcimtly calculating the mini- 
mum and maximum local path delays of the L matrix. Algorithm 
POLY is presented which prov ides  for retiming a graph which con- 
siders both variable registu delays and clock skew. It includes mag- 
ing nonlinea~ boolean algebra minimization with linear programming 
to handle these additional conditions. Because the effects of clock 
skew and variable register delays are an integral part of the algorithm, 
the process of retiming can more accurately estimate the maximum 
clock frequency and can possibly create a higher speed circuit. 

n 
h 

Fig. 5: Graph of synchnnaus circuit with latency of 2 

v4 

I \ 
1 

Fig. 6: Graph of synchrmous circuit with latency of 3 

1 

Fig. 7: Graph of three-input adder 

w 

4 V l I - L l  . 
Fig. 8: Graph of fw-input dda 
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